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According to the World Health Organization, in the past 20 years the number of people
suffering from depression has risen by 300%, while the world population grew only 40%.
That makes depression one of the biggest challenges to health and well-being.
The US Centers for Disease Control (CDC) now lists suicide as the 10th leading cause of
death in America, especially in adults between the age of 45 and 55; the numbers are growing
opposite other countries with similar levels of quality of live where figures are reducing.
Over the years research has shown that the manipulation of brain waves with meditation,
certain brain wave technologies and therapies do help to reduce stress from daily rush to
PTSD, enhance creativity, repair of injuries of damaged brain, and improve (mental) health.
Similar experience has shown that a session with the non-invasive Theragem™ Fusion Light
technology standard Elation therapy (Ayurvedic Sapphires on a Balancing frequency for 20
minutes over the crown) time and time again draws out tiredness and fatigue allowing for
positive change to take place. With night sleep improving as of the first session, the
undeniable and positive easing into a calmness and restful state of mind allows new
information to be taken in, stress levels reduce, anxiety disappearing.
Ongoing Theragem therapy sessions in which the whole of the body is addressed, experts and
medical feedback have shown that with specific protocols (a mixture of gems, color,
frequencies) mental and emotional issues can be easily addressed and dissolved by a skilled
therapist in often less than 6 hourly sessions.
This fast responsive result is astonishing which you may find hard to believe, but it does
provide the option that applying nature’s medicine is right outside and someone you know
could really benefit from Theragem’s Elation therapy.
How Theragem achieves this? One of Theragem’s non-invasive pulsed hertz frequencies send
out to create the ‘here and now’ Alpha brain frequencies as that steers our brain and
influences almost everything in our bodies. Being within that frequency it is possible to create
new neuro pathways in the brain, especially after a deep relaxation. This is derived from a
wide variety of disorders that can be traced back to dysfunctional brainwave patterns and it
allows for the promise of brain-based performance technologies for self-control to become a
reality.
In collaboration with Theragem equipment a selection of Gemcups have been created for
different ailments and conditions, to enhance the body’s own healing mechanism for a much
faster yet gentler wellness and wellbeing. Gems and crystals have been utilised throughout
man’s history for medicinal purposes, as they contain natural mineral elements and have their
own electromagnetic frequency that resonates with the human electromagnetic field. The
carrier of light and hertz frequency will pass the information on to the human biofield with
painless penetration of 23 centimeters into the physical part of the body.
It is with this background of modern technology and ancient wisdom fusing easing depression
with specific gems and colors. The hand sorted blend of the Depression Ease gemcup is
formulated to help with the symptoms and causes of mild, moderate and clinical depression,
resulting in gently uplifting, infusing optimism and renewing spiritual energy.
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Surprisingly, or not, it contains Lithium Quartz used in previous years as an anti depressum.
Lithium Quartz is part of the large quartz family of gemstones and contains amounts of
naturally occurring lithium, which has a natural tranquillizing effect. Meanwhile, energetic
experts state lithium quartz emits a deep loving and healing feel. Added to that are Blue
Sapphire gems which are considered a master healer, and there is much documentation
(Ayurvedic scriptures) that attributes to sapphire being a stone of joy and used to deeply relax
the mind, body and spirit. Also added to this mix is a glossy glass like Jet, a black gemstone
formed of fossilized wood, which helps to dispel dark, fearful or violent thoughts. The
gemstone Apatite gently overcomes blockages and any sense of loss and confusion often
associated with depression, whilst Lapis Lazuli gems can help to overcome depression by
easing and releasing feelings of low self-esteem and promoting harmony in relationships.
Feedback from a patient with depression:
‘I was always a keen & regular cyclist, but 12 months ago I started to cycle less and less until I
totally stopped in August 2012. At this time I was diagnosed with depression and fatigue by
my local doctor and put onto prescribed medication. After 6 months of never quite feeling
myself on medication, I discovered Theragem and with only a few therapies I began to feel
more like my old self, with more energy and a better outlook on life.
Within 4 weeks of using Theragem, I was able to stop taking the prescribed medication and
found myself with more energy, a positive attitude and a desire to get back out on the bike.
6 months have now passed and I am back to regularly cycling at least 3-4 times per week. I
feel much better about life and I have a much more positive outlook.
Before using Theragem, I had always been very skeptical about these types of treatment.
Now I am totally converted and can’t praise or recommend Theragem enough.’
Follow up after two years with a limited number of follow up sessions the patient has been
able to build up his life reestablishing a happy mental platform.
Other feedback of a patient promises more additional effects to bring back quality of life:
‘after I was pessimist, not having joy from life, having obsessions and fears. After the
treatment my way of looking on life has changed, I became joyful, a smiling person. I have
been coming to Kuantum Sağlık -Turkey for 3,5 months once every week. As a result of these
therapies I stopped the medicine of depression that I have been using for 1,5 year. From now
on I have some nice desires about my future. This therapy gave me a nice, powerful energy.
Just after two sessions eczema on my hands has gone away.’
The results of medical specialists in their clinics by show repeated success rates in the
treatment depression. Additionally it is the most loved therapy by the patients due to its
gentle non-invasive approach. It is the power of the fusion that allow the body to bring itself
back into a harmonious balanced state of optimum homeostasis, truly bringing back health
and wellbeing to a client non-invasively.
For medical feedback and inspiration our website displays statements from medical specialists
and their patients as they express their wellbeing in their own words. We welcome anyone
who wishes to further investigate and report their findings back to us.
Additional information:
A study of 30 patients doing Elation therapy only, Autonomic Stress Release statistics
(attached) provide us with excellent positive results. Testing with a Digital Pulse Analyzer as
shown in the attached, a typical case of one patient is at high risk developing a potential heart
attack. After an Elation session of 20 minutes, the Autonomic Balance Diagram shows that his
risk of heart infarcts did reduce and the sympathetic nervous system had relaxed, a significant
change considering the autonomous nervous system had been in a trapped state of ‘flight or
fight’. The parasympathetic nervous system came up allowing the biological terrain into a
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more optimum homeostasis, allowing for a deeper state of rest. The cascading response which
triggers hormones and chemical secretions will last as long as eight to nine hours in which the
total body can restore the harmony effecting emotional, mental and spiritual levels of
wellbeing. The heart rate variability improvements from the diagram show progress in only 20
minutes with a healthier rhythm with the patient reporting overall happiness and harmony in
the body with a reduced feeling heaviness and sadness. Further information on
www.medicahealth.org for general scientific info and medical feedback.

Being an advocate for a happier healthier live Catharina studied from early on food
supplementation to massage, Traditional Chinese Medicine, Tai Chi & ChiGoing, to accomplish
a full holistic view to health. The last ten years her focus has been on the Theragem fusion
light therapy in combination with the Assemblage Point Therapy which has proven to be
extremely helpful to achieve strong consistent health and well-being. As CEO of Medica
Health International she loves bridging the gap in medicine so all can enjoy a happy healthy
life.
General statement on Theragem™ technology
Theragem™ technology is a low-powered, non-coherent, polychromatic assemblage with
specific pulsed electromagnetic fields (EMF). By focusing the wavelengths and targeting the
light, practitioners are able to cause photo stimulation in cells, glands, organs and tissue,
whereby a chain of chemical responses is triggered in the targeted area. The theory is that
cells and tissues are stimulated to emit enzymes that encourage photons (light energy) to be
more readily transmitted to the cell photo receptors, increasing cell activation and spurring
the body’s self-healing capacities. Theragem fusion light therapy is registered with the U.S.
FDA with a medical registration being a gentle, painless, safe and effective therapy.
Medica Health International Ltd was established in 2004 and is committed to discovering,
sourcing and introducing leading edge healing equipment to medical professionals, therapists
and health-conscious consumers.
Our Fusion Light Therapy products have proven to be so successful that they have spread out
to all corners of the globe. Worldwide many well-known respected clinics, medical specialists
and therapists have incorporated our products either as a standalone therapy or integrated
with other therapies.
Theragem™: Crystal Light Therapy
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